Star-Spangled Banner

Francis Scott Key
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...by the dawn's light, what so

...by the dawn's light, what so

O say can you see, by dawn's light, what so

O say can you see, by dawn's ear - ly light, what so

TTBB arrangement for the Temple University Glee Club, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Dr. Dustin Cates, Director.

John Stafford Smith

arranged by Jacob Narverud
proudly we hail’d at the twilight’s (mm),
whose broad

proudly we hail’d at twilight’s (mm),

proudly we hail’d at twilight’s last gleaming (mm),

proudly we hail’d at twilight’s last gleaming (mm),

stripes and bright stars (mm),
fight o’er the ramparts we

and bright stars (mm),
fight o’er the ramparts we

and bright stars through the perilous fight o’er the ramparts we

and bright stars (mm),
fight o’er the ramparts we
watch'd were so gallant (mm.)—And the rockets' red
glare, the bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the
Frequently

Land of the free and the brave?

Land of the free and the brave?

Land of the free and the brave?